9.45pm - 9.55pm
MAGGIE - 3 minute
breathing space

SPIRITUAL
RECEPTIVITY

9.00pm - 9.05pm

MAGGIE - The Niagara River

USE FLIPCHART

9.40pm - 9.45pm
The concept of doing nothing

Live life more fully

What's the purpose
of The Journey?

BRIEF recap on previous week(s)

Five stages or aspects

Introducing another aspect Spiritual Receptivity

Allowing something to arise

Become whole
What are we trying to do?

Business is a choice not a badge of honour!

First Aspect: Integration

STHIRANAGA EXAMPLE - Work & time management

Take ownership of our life
Concept of prapanca

9.35pm - 9.40pm

9.05pm - 9.20pm

Read Chapter 2
Read chapter 1
Keep noticing prapanca

Home Practice

Notice prapanca

Continue with one of the prapanca reducing practices
(internal and external)

Reduce input

See if you can tell (some
of) your life story

Tune-in on Home Practice

External support

Do something you've been putting off

J&G Week 2 Mandala of
Integration v1

9.30pm - 9.35pm

Cultivate discipline

Three minute breathing space

STHIRANAGA EXAMPLE - Doing the washing up
Internal support

Mindful walk

Immediately feel more in charge
Mindful meal
Includes telling the truth

9.20pm - 9.25pm

Find conditions where you can tell the truth

Horizontal integration
All energies are unified

Feel understood by others

Uncover a new consciousness

Secrets, inhibitions can slow down integration

Life in that moment feels deepened
Experience it in meditation or in other ways.

Can be who you are.... released to be more that you are

STHIRANAGA EXAMPLE - Karate

Internal: mindfulness, awareness
External: friendship, community (Sangha) and honesty

9.25pm - 9.27pm

9.27pm - 9.30pm

What you do has an effect

Take ownership for agency in your life

The more horizontal integration happens the more something else can happen

What you think, feel, how you act has an affect
You do have a choice of how to act

More above and below ordinary consciousness

Vertical integration
Something breaks into consciousness
Natural world, aesthetics, trauma
Without integration - constantly changing course - not really doing anything

Awareness / Integration is about creating a gap between what happens
and how you respond so you can make wise choices

